
Dinner and awards

On Saturday 3rd May 2008, Sollatek 

hosted a celebration dinner at the 

Runnymede Hotel and Spa on the 

Thames to mark 25 years of loyal 

and successful business. This special 

occasion started with a drinks 

reception, followed by dinner and 

entertainment and culminated in the 

presentation of awards to:

• Sollatek Kenya – for longest serving 

distributor (1986-2008),

• Sollatek Kenya - outstanding sales 

achievement over the last 10 years.

• Sollatek Ghana - outstanding sales 

achievement for last year.

Sollatek directors were then surprised 

to be on the receiving end of a special 

award for loyalty and commitment 

from their employees. Managing 

director Manhal Allos says: “I was 

truly amazed at this award, which 

was totally unexpected. It is a very 

generous gesture from the employees 

and very �attering for the directors. It 

also demonstrates the good spirit 

of co-operation that we’ve always 

sought to create here at Sollatek.”

PA to Manhal, Lisa Maps, who presen-

ted the engraved plaque says: “At 

Sollatek, there is a tremendous ‘family’ 

feeling that �ows through the entire 

sta�, with every employee feeling a 

sense of true value. For this reason, we 

each have a loyalty and commitment 

to the directors 
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years

1983 - 2008

Issue no.7 newsletter 
marks Sollatek’s 25th 
anniversary
Issue no. 7 newsletter marks Sollatek’s 25th anniversary. A great 25 years 
that started with a simple innovation: the Automatic Voltage Switcher 
(AVS) for protection of systems from voltage �uctuation, the Company 
has since gone from strength to strength. Delivering expertise and 
knowledge in voltage protection, solar power and refrigeration control, 
Sollatek now has o� ces in 14 countries and a distribution network in a 
total of 24 countries.

In this celebratory year, we want to thank all who have helped us to make 
the Company the success it is today.

Chris SoperLisa Maps and Manhal Allos

continues page 5 ➲

 Ideal for SoHo applications... ...and large business organisations

The range is now also wider and 

covers sizes from 400VA and up to 

2000VA -ideal for servers and serious 

business applications. This new range 

features:

• wide range of power variants

• start up from cold

• unattended system shutdown

Wide range of power variants - the 

Ultima 400-800 series is perfect for 

worldwide computing use and a wide 

range of SoHo (Small o� ce House 

o� ce) computing applications. The 

Ultima 1000/1400/2000 series is 

perfect for critical business and server 

applications.

Start up from cold - Ultima’s Cold 

Start feature lets you power up your 

Ultima even during a power cut. 

With enough battery power, it can 

be powered on and will remain on 

until the battery power is depleted. 

This way, in an emergency you will be 

able to use your PC even if there is a 

power cut. 

Unattended system shutdown
- each model features a USB and a 

RS-232 communications port. This 

enables an interface with a complete 

suite of power management software 

to control, monitor and con�gure 

your Ultima UPS. In the event of 

utility failure or low battery, the 

software independently manages 

the unattended shutdown of the 

operating system with no risk to data 

or hardware.

Ultima UPS 400/600/800

Ultima UPS 1000/1400/2000

Sollatek Ultima UPS range
The new Ultima range builds on the strength of the original range, 
packing all the essential features at an a�ordable price.

Voltsure
ULTIMA UPS

™
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Voltsure • UPS  ™

Voltshield • Switchers • Guards
™

Voltsafe • Suppressors
™

Voltright • Stabilisers /Regulators
™

Voltright
SVS - SOLLATEK VOLTAGE STABILISER
Voltage protection for:
Fridges • Freezers • Air Conditioners • TV/HiFi • Computers • All electrical and electronic equipment

™

t h e  p o w e r  t o  p r o t e c tt h e  p o w e r  t o  p r o t e c t

™

START UP DELAY

MICROPROCESSOR

CONTROL

Front face of the newly branded Voltsure packaging

Front face of the newly branded Voltright packaging

Front faces of the newly branded Voltsafe and Voltshield packaging

New blister style packaging showing the Voltshield branding

Voltshield
HIVOLTGUARD
Voltage protection for:
All electrical and electronic equipment

™

t h e  p o w e r  t o  p r o t e c tt h e  p o w e r  t o  p r o t e c t

™

5
AMPS

ALL
UP TO

30 SECONDS

START UP DELAY

All electrical and electronic equipment

Front faces of the newly branded Voltsafe and Voltshield packaging

Voltsafe
SPIKEGUARD
Voltage protection for:
All electrical and electronic equipment

™

t h e  p o w e r  t o  p r o t e c tt h e  p o w e r  t o  p r o t e c t

™

13
AMPS

ALL
UP TO

All electrical and electronic equipment

Front faces of the newly branded Voltsafe and Voltshield packaging

New look Sollatek
This anniversary year started with the launch in January of a major re-
branding of packaging for Sollatek UK’s voltage protection range. 

The new style makes it instantly recognisable and distances it from the inferior tide of 

imitators that inevitably follow in the wake of the Company’s success. 

All of Sollatek’s voltage protection products now fall into 4 distinct ranges. 

The range now bears the new trade names of:

t h e  p o w e r  t o  p r o t e c tt h e  p o w e r  t o  p r o t e c t

™

400
VA

ALL
UP TO

™Voltsure
ULTIMA UPS
Battery back up power for your PC 

This move by Sollatek strengthens and reinforces status of the range which, with its 

back-up, reliable quality and 2 year warranty, leads the market. Front face of the newly branded Voltsure packaging
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Getting people 
talking across 
Ghana
MTN, Ghana’s major global systems 
for mobiles (GSM) operator, recently 
assigned Sollatek to enhance the quality 
and smooth running of the country’s 
mobile phone network. 

Ghana’s extreme climate and erratic power 

supply call for specialist and rugged 

equipment like the Sollatek Automatic 

Voltage Regulator (AVR). This delivers full-

time running, minimising the need for costly 

backup diesel generators. It also protects 

contractors’ equipment from Ghana’s erratic 

electricity supply and saves maintenance 

costs and time due to its ‘no moving parts’ 

design.

Working on this major project alongside the 

local team in Accra, Sollatek engineers were 

on hand to identify and remedy problems 

as they emerged. Backed up by the right 

technology and equipped with the right skills 

set, they were able to �ne-tune the system 

with modi�ed technology, accompanying it 

with training for the Ghana workforce. 

The assuring presence of a local Sollatek 

o� ce/workshop in Accra means that MTN 

is now considering Sollatek’s solar power 

systems as an alternative for powering their 

sites in the northern part of the country. Here 

the electricity supply is especially poor with 

generators in use for weeks on end.

External and internal view of a Sollatek Outdoor Isolating AVR

Voltright
AVR - SOLLATEK VOLTAGE REGULATORS

™
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Sollatek powers 
mobiles across 
Libya
South African Wireless Communications 

magazine recently highlighted Sollatek’s 

major new Libyan initiative to get people 

talking across the country’s vast expanses. 

The article ‘Using the sun to bring power 

to the people’ features an interview with 

Sollatek managing director Manhal Allos. 

Indeed Sollatek is key to this scheme aimed at 

accelerating modernization of remote areas of 

the country, bringing a phone - cellular or �xed 

- to virtually every Libyan. 

This work continues the pioneering work carried 

out by Sollatek between 1993 and 2001, when 

the company transformed the Libyan telecoms 

backbone with the solar power microwave 

repeater sites that replaced diesel generators. 

Diesel generators need constant refueling 

but - as the article points out - that was just 

one problem with the previous system. Using 

the sun… goes on to identify “ine� ciency, 

interruption, wear and tear, regular maintenance 

and inevitably increased costs” as the other 

disadvantages.

Compared with the purpose designed and 

rugged durability of Sollatek power stations - 

virtually maintenance free - it is no wonder that 

the use of solar power stations for each GSM 

site is the ´sensible and intelligent alternative. ´ 

Climate and vast scale make solar power the 

ideal solution for the GSM sites of oil producing 

countries. Libya now leads them in the quest 

to invest surplus funds in development of this 

e� cient and viable green energy. For Libya, 

with Sollatek’s help, low maintenance electricity 

generation at negligible everyday cost is the 

future. South African Wireless Communications magazine South African Wireless Communications magazine South African Wireless Communications magazine South African Wireless Communications magazine South African Wireless Communications magazine South African Wireless Communications magazine 

Ian Walker (right) on a site visit with 
local Sollatek manager Mazin Omran, 

in Libya’s desert

Reinforced concrete foundations make 
for a stable platform

Virtually maintenance-free solar power stations
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and company, that we know is 

unquestionably reciprocated.  

In today’s business world, these 

are rare qualities that we 

all felt deserved recognition 

and for which we wanted to 

express our thanks.”

In addition founding 

director Janan Allos was 

awarded a replica Automatic 

Voltage Switcher (AVS) to 

commemorate his innovation 

– the Automatic Voltage 

Switcher (AVS).
The venue - the Runnymede Hotel

Maan Allos, Joe Fabin, Fady Razook 

Founding director, Janan Allos

Fady Razook MD Sollatek Ghana 

Hazel and  Richard Brown

Bernard Glick and Joe Fabin,  
GM of Sollatek Ghana

Shining light on 
Liberia
Sollatek has supplied pilot solar systems 

to Liberia, as a major part of the country’s 

nationwide solar installation programme.

Supplied by Sollatek to Liberia’s clinics and learning 

resource centres, the systems will generate power 

for computer equipment, the Internet, solar vaccine 

fridges and security lighting. The durable and low 

maintenance solar inverter systems in this installation 

will comprise:

• solar panels to harness the free and abundant 

 energy of the sun 

• batteries to store the energy

• charge controller to regulate the charge

• inverters to convert the battery energy (DC)  

 into mains power (AC)

This important new initiative is set to help shape the 

nation’s infrastructure, greatly enhancing the lives of 

the Liberian people. This is a role in which Sollatek 

managers and engineers are very adept, with the 

right technology portfolio and the training to deliver 

support at local level. VRLA gel battery Local bystander Sollatek trained installers

1Kw solar generator - Dolo Town community clinic

25th anniversary article continued  
from front page  
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Sollatek takes to 
the race track 

We wish John 
Johnson a happy 
retirement
This time it’s official and, after many aborted 
attempts to retire, the longest serving 
employee of the Sollatek group of companies 
and valued team member, John Johnson, is 
now finally retiring from Sollatek. 

John joined the company as an electronics 

engineer in 1984 when the company was a fraction 

of its current size. Starting off by assembling 

components in his own garage, he has since 

evolved with the company to become responsible 

for Sollatek’s quality issues and special projects.  

With a major commute over long years, John has 

at last managed to convince Sollatek’s managing 

director Manhal Allos that it is time for him to go. 

A dedicated and loyal employee, John has been 

an inspiration to all and a role model to younger 

colleagues. Known as a man who rolls up his own 

sleeves rather than delegating to others, he’s now 

set to take up his favourite hobby of carpentry, 

while at Sollatek he will be sorely missed by all.

Driving Sollatek’s latest aquisition around the Silverstone race circuit, you 
would be forgiven for thinking that you were in a much larger engined 
vehicle, yet this giant slayer has a displacement of just 1600cc, yet its 
power output puts many exotica in the shade. How about a power to 
weight ratio that comfortably exceeds that of a Ferrari 430, or a Porsche 
GT2 twin turbo?

Take a look at these figures: Powertec four-cylinder 1.6 litres engine producing 

252bhp. A weight of 530kg equates to 475 bhp/tonne. Compare that with a 

Ferrari 430 which can only manage 337bhp and the Porsche at 367bhp and you’ll 

begin to get a feel of what this car is all about.

What’s more this little baby can handle the tricky bits on the track; it currently 

holds the title for the fastest car around the Nordshleife loop of the world 

famous 14 mile Nurburgring, with an average speed of 123 mph. It covered this 

distance in 6.65 minutes. The £400,000 Pagani Zonda achieved the same stretch 

in over 7 minutes.

Launched in 2002, the Radical SR3 Supersport is Radical’s most successful 

sportscar to date, with well over 300 competing worldwide. The stylish design 

of the SR3 is based around a high-strength spaceframe chassis, in which two 

large adults can be comfortably seated. 

“The Radical SR3 gives an adrenaline rush without an excess of ear, one 

that’s rewarding and challenging in equal measures!”- EVO Magazine

Powered by a range of high-power, Powertec four-cylinder superbike engines, 

the SR3 drives through a six-speed sequential gearbox and unique gear drive 

system, with integral reverse and torque-biasing limited-slip differential.

For road use, the SR3’s suspension can be raised to miss even the most aggressive 

speed hump. A type-approval kit provides lighting, hand brake, front luggage 

compartment, catalytic converter and road tyres. In road trim, the SR3 is the 

ultimate fun sportscar, with surprising levels of comfort and practicality.

Sollatek Racing Team is supported by Stuart Johnson, Muhunthan Thangeswaran 

and John Taylor from Sollatek UK Limited and by Steve Warburton for expert 

advice. Jonathan White Racing runs the car and is responsible for all mechanical 

and technical matters. Both Steve Warburton and Jonathan come from racing 

backgrounds with Steve being a senior racing instructor at Silverstone Grand Prix 

Circuit and is a regular GT3 racer grown out of Formula Palmer Audi, Formula Renault. 

Steve races a Porsche GT3 at the moment.

In a race weekend the Sollatek team is supported by Steve, Jonathan and three 

mechanics.

“So hats off - or helmets on - to the Radical SR3 Supersport, our Track Car of 

the Year. We know people will scoff at its claim to be road legal, but in terms 

of what it did when it counts, at the brilliant proving ground of Cadwell Park, 

there’s nothing to touch it. Just make sure they sell you one with a trailer… “ 

CAR Magazine
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08610710 Presentation folder A4 2 ring binder 

RECENT 
ADDITION

08310945 Balloons (comes in 4 different colours)
08708713 Photo frame in black grained leather  

with embossed Sollatek logo
(holds a 7" x 5" photo) 

08300942 'Parker' anniversary pen

New Promotional items – specials for 25th Anniversary

Coming to a TV 
near you
Keep an eye out for Sollatek on your TV. “shudda 

gotta Sollatek” is the memorable strap-line in an 

instantly identi�able series of TV commercials 

to highlight the new branding and promote 

Sollatek’s latest products TVGuard, FridgeGuard 

and HivoltGuard.

New Website
Sollatek is set to launch a new website to keep you updated with:

• highlighting the latest products 

• reinforcing new branding guidelines

• facilitating registration and promotion in respective countries

• giving partners access to marketing material
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Voltshield
The Sollatek Switcher Range
Protection for all electrical and electronic equipment

™
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Power switchers

Power suppressors

Power stabil isers/regulators

Uninterruptible power supplies

Solar  Power systems

so l latek  power  protect ion

ca ta logue
Edit ion 3

t h e  p o w e r  t o  p r o t e c tt h e  p o w e r  t o  p r o t e c t

™

Protect  your  va luable  equipment

 General:

The kits are completely self contained with the solar module 
generating electricity during the day to be stored in a battery, 
enabling the lights to operate for over 4 hours each per night 
in sunny conditions.

The system controller protects the battery from harmful 
overcharge or overdischarge ensuring a long battery lifetime 
and system reliability. Four LEDs keep the user informed of 
system status and battery state of charge.

The kits are fully expandable with the addition of solar 
modules and batteries in order to power up to 120 watts of loads  
(lights, radios, small TVs and other electrical equipment).

The kits contain all the necessary materials required 
(optional battery). Installation is very simple and the kits are 
designed to allow the user to install the kits himself.

 Features:

• Low cost
• Simple to install
• Complete self-contained kit 
• Fully expandable
• Maintenance free
• High reliability 

 Applications:

• Remote homes and o� ces
• Holiday chalets and caravans
• Remote military outposts
• Beach huts and house boats
• Building sites

Sollatek product information

Solar Lighting

SOLLATEK SOLAR LIGHTING KITS

Sollatek (UK) Limited, Unit 10, Poyle 14 Industrial Estate, Newlands Drive, Poyle, Slough SL3 0DX. United Kingdom.
 Tel : +44 1753 688 300   Fax : +44 1753 685 306    email : sales@sollatek.com  www.sollatek.com

™

SLK 04.07  Revision 2.0   Stock no. 00036716

Complete and ready to instal lighting kits that will provide light and electrical power, even in the most 
inhospitable areas of the world.

Sollatek Solar Products

S o l a r  S y s t e m s

TM

harnessing the power of the sunharnessing the power of the sun

Models :

SP110PS, 120PS, 130PS, 135PS, 140PS

General:

Solar cells directly convert sunlight into electricity by means of the photovoltaic 
e�ect. This occurs when photons are absorbed by a solar cell which generates a 
voltage across it terminals. Cells are connected in series within a solar module to 
provide su� cient voltage to operate a system. Modules can be connected in series 
and parallel to increase the system power. This solid state process provides a clean, 
silent, non-polluting and reliable source of electrical energy.

Sollatek’s high e� ciency solar modules are constructed for 36 multicrystalline cells. 
The cells are individually tested and matched for optimum performance before 
being built into the protective module structure. A Tedlar® base is used and ethylene 
vinyl acetate encapsulant. High transmission tempered glass protects the cells from 
the front and a high strength polymer sheet at the rear. A reinforced aluminium 
frame completes the laminate structure which is fully sealed against moisture and 
protected from environmental and mechanical damage.

Features:

• High e� ciency modules
• 36 o� 6 inch (156 x 156 mm) cells 
• Reinforced anodised aluminium frame
• Protected by 2 schottky by-pass diodes
• Universal junction box
• Pre-drilled frame for easy mounting
• Product warranty : 5 years*
• E� ciency warranty : 25 years*
• Power tolerance : +/- 3%
• Quality assurance : ESTI (61215), TÜV (Safety Class II),  PVGap, ISO 9001.

Applications:

• Telecommunications

• Rural electri�cation

• Grid connected large scale system

• Power plants

• Buildings integration

• Water pumping

Sollatek product information

SP110PS, SP120PS, SP130PS, SP135PS, SP140PS

SOLLATEK SP110PS, 120PS, 130PS, 135PS, 140PS 
12V PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE 

Sollatek (UK) Limited, Unit 10, Poyle 14 Industrial Estate, Newlands Drive, Poyle, Slough SL3 0DX. United Kingdom.
 Tel : +44 1753 688 300   Fax : +44 1753 685 306    email : sales@sollatek.com  www.sollatek.com

SP120PS

SP110PS, 120PS, 130PS, 135PS, 140PS  Aug 06  Revision 1.0

*According to general warranty conditions

™

TM

SPCC10 & 10E
Applications:
• Small/medium sized applications
• Rural electrification
• Home lighting systems
• Beacons
• Remote telemetry

Features:
• Microprocessor controlled - (10E)
• Field adjustable voltage threshold
• 12 or 24V field selectable (10E)
• Has inbuilt street lighting timer (10E)
• Reverse polarity protected
• Lightning protection
• Overload protection
• Low power consumption
• Four LEDs to show status (10)
• Five  LEDs to show status (10E)
• Remote battery sense (10E)
• Remote temperature compensated (10E)
• Test/reset/LVD break switch (10E)

SUNPOWER 30
Applications:
• Medium to large sized applications
• Larger power generation systems
• Unattended telecoms relay stations
• Commercial lighting
• Street lighting
• Billboard lighting

Features:
• Two stage charging 

(boost & PWM)
• 12V or 24V field selectable
• Reverse polarity protected
• Lightning protection
• Low power consumption
• Remote battery sense
• Temperature compensated 

battery charging
• LVD break/reset/test switch
• Status indication by 5 LEDs
• Microprocessor controlled
• High efficiency diode-less 

discharge protection
• Optional digital LCD to display 

battery voltage

SPCC16
Applications:
• Medium sized applications
• Rural electrification
• Home lighting systems
• Street lighting
• Bilboard lighting
• Beacons
• Remote telemetry

Features:
• Field adjustable voltage thresholds

(four)
• Two stage charging (linear & 

boost)
• 12V and 24V field selectable
• Reverse polarity protected
• Lightning protection
• Overload protection (fuse)
• Low power consumption
• Remote battery sense
• Temperature compensated 

battery charging 
• LVD break switch
• Status indication by 5 LEDs
• High efficiency solar diode by-pass

system

SUNPOWER 6 
Applications:
• Small lighting and power systems
• Bilboard lighting
• Rural electrification
• Solar home systems
• Telemetry
• Remote monitoring and control
• Animal feeding and supervision 

systems

Features:
• 12 & 24 volt versions available
• Tamper-proof fixed voltage 

thresholds (options available).
• Lightning protection
• Reverse polarity protected
• Overload protection with

automatic reconnection
• Reverse discharge prevention
• Low power consumption
• Pulse width modulation (PWM)

charging technique
• Solid state MOSFET technology
• Microprocessor controlled
• Status indication by 5 LEDs

SCC
Applications:
• Designed for professional

systems such as microwave 
repeaters & large scale rural 
electrification

• Suitable for use as part of hybrid
power systems 

• Cathodic protection
• Large power generation plants
• Large scale remote commercial

lighting

Features:
• Available in 12V, 24V and 48V

versions
• Unique solid state switching 

technique for high efficiency and 
high reliability

• Microprocessor controlled
• Modular, configurable system 

construction
• Fully adjustable voltage thresholds,

locked by maintenance switch
• Multi-tier charging algorithm to

accurately match solar current
with load and battery charging 
requirements for optimum battery 
management

• Temperature compensation and 
lightning protection

• True 4-terminal battery voltage 
sensing

Voltright
SVS - SOLLATEK 
VOLTAGE STABILISER
The Sollatek SVS Range
A range of stabiliser devices that protect all electronic equipment 
and stabilise a fluctuating mains supply

™
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The Sollatek Ultima UPS Range
Uninterruptible power - for constant productivity, 

designed for o� ce and home environments
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™Voltsure
ULTIMA UPS

Sollatek

s o l a r  s y s t e m s

TM

Professional-grade maintenance-free 
batteries for the telecoms industry

The Sollatek ACSP Solar pumping systems are specially 
designed for water supply and irrigation in remote 
areas where no reliable electricity supply is available.

Features:

• Extremely long life

• Unattended operation

• Easy installation

• Very low maintenance 

• Good quality water 24 hours a day

General:

Factors such as extremely long life, unattended operation, easy 
installation and very low maintenance requirements are important 
in pumping systems, and solar systems are speci�ed over diesel 
generators for these and other reasons.

The solar modules use the free and abundant energy of the sun to 
directly power the water pump during daylight hours without the 
need for fuel or constant maintenance. The water is normally stored 
in a nearby water tank ensuring the availability of good quality water 
24 hours a day.

The ASCP water pumping systems have an operational range of 2m3
(2,000 litres) to 208m2 (208,000 litres) per day, with pumping depths 
of up to 120 metres (395 feet). The submersible pumps are designed 
to �t into walls as small as 100mm (4 inches) in diameter, with larger 
�ows requiring 150mm (6 inches) diameter walls.

The graph overleaf gives an indication of water output and various 
heads. Sollatek can provide accurate computer-assisted design 
tailored to client’s requirements and location.

Sollatek product information

Solar Water Pumping (Professional)

SOLLATEK SOLAR WATER PUMPING (PROFESSIONAL)

Sollatek (UK) Limited, Unit 10, Poyle 14 Industrial Estate, Newlands Drive, Poyle, Slough SL3 0DX. United Kingdom.
 Tel : +44 1753 688 300   Fax : +44 1753 685 306    email : sales@sollatek.com  www.sollatek.com

™

Solar Water Pumping (Pro) June 06  Revision 1.0  Stock number 00036712 

FreoRange
The Sollatek Freo range
Complete temperature monitoring, energy saving 
and voltage protection for all refrigeration appliances.

™FreoRange™FreoRange

t h e  p o w e r  t o  t h e  p o w e r  t o  c o n t r o l

™

TM

SOLLATEK SOLAR designs,

manufactures and

supports a wide variety

of solar related

products. Whilst being

one of the world’s

largest suppliers of

OEM products, the

company also has

extensive expertise in

designing and

producing bespoke

solar systems which are

currently being utilised

worldwide.

ECOLITE
u Linear Fluorescent Tube

u Available in 8 or 18 watt

versions

u 12 or 24 Volt DC versions

u Low current consumption

u Optional Pull Cord Switch

STREET LIGHTING
u IP65, Weatherproof

bulkhead (GRP)

u 18 and 36 watt

fluorescent, 18 and 26

watt low pressure

sodium (SOX-E)

u 12 or 24 volt DC

u Inverter / ballasts are

tropicalised

u Side entry 35mm spigot 

OUTLITE
u High Efficiency Compact

Fluorescent Lamp - 18W

u Available in 12, 24 or 48

Volt DC versions

u Vandal resistant

Polycarbonate

construction

u Weatherproof to IP65

u Low current

consumption

LUMINA
u High efficiency Compact

Fluorescent Lamps (4 pin)

u Available in 7, 9, 11 and

18 watt versions

u 12 or 24 volt DC input.

u Low Current

Consumption

u Optional Switch

COMPLETE TEMPERATURE CONTROL, ENERGY SAVING AND 
VOLTAGE PROTECTION FOR ALL REFRIGERATION APPLIANCES 

Freo products are designed to 
meet the needs of OEMs whose 
customers:

• Seek efficient thermostatic 
control

• Need to conserve energy

• Need to comply with 
international energy-
efficiency regulations

• Operate in regions of 
poor and erratic mains 
power supplies

The Sollatek Freo range 

offers a comprehensive 

suite of temperature 

control, energy saving, 

stabilising, and protection 

devices for the OEM 

industry. The Sollatek FreoCom 
provides highly
accurate temperature 
measurement and
control as well as timed 
defrost and voltage 
protection

The FreoTec is the fully 
integrated solution, 
providing all the following:
• Highly accurate   

temperature measure-
ment and control

• Energy saving
• Digital temperature 

display
• Timed and active defrost

• Voltage protection

Voltage stabilisation can be included 
as an optional extra

The Sollatek FreoSave 
provides:
• Energy saving (up to 10%)
• Soft-start
• Voltage protection

The Sollatek FreoGuard 
provides complete 
voltage protection from:
• High voltage
• Low voltage
• Fluctuations
• Spike protection

The Sollatek ASP 
(Automatic Stabilised 
protector) is the ultimate 
voltage stabiliser and 
protector. It includes zero 
cross switching and a host of 
features including substantial 
voltage boost and buck, 
enabling OEM equipment 
to operate in the harshest of 
environments 

T

The following table provides a quick guide to each Freo variant’s principal functionality:

  TEMPERATURE ENERGY STABILISING  VOLTAGE
  CONTROL SAVING PROTECTION  

FREOGUARD NO NO NO YES

FREOCOM YES NO NO YES

FREOTEC YES YES OPTIONAL YES

FREOSAVE NO YES NO YES

ASP NO NO YES YES

The Sollatek Freo range 

offers a comprehensive 

to operate in the harshest of 
environments 

TM

The Power to Control

 Solar lighting kits leaflet Solar lights leaflet Solar modules leaflet Solar general brochure Glowstar brochure Solar Control Centre leaflet

Solar water pumping leaflet Solar batteries leaflet  Solar batteries (pro) leaflet Solar charge controller leaflet Solar street lights leaflet Solar catalogue

                                                  FreoRange functions chart FreoRange leaflet

PureAC leaflet FreoRange catalogue ASP brochure Lightning Guard leaflet Guard leaflet Power Suppressor brochure

AVS Voltshield brochure AVR brochure Ultima UPS brochure SVS  brochure (available shortly) VP Catalogue Sollatek reference list leaflet
(available shortly)

SOLLATEK PUREAC

The Power to Protect

SOLLATEK (UK) LTD  UNIT 4/5, TRIDENT INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BLACKTHORNE ROAD,  POYLE, 

SLOUGH SL3 OAX, UNITED KINGDOM

Tel: +44 1753 688300   Fax: +44 1753 685306

E-mail: sales@sollatek.com   http://www.sollatek.com 

M A D E  I N

E N G L A N D

The Sollatek PureAC mains filter removes harmful
disturbances to deliver clean power to your valuable

equipment, at low cost.

Essential protection for:

u Computers and Fax machines 
u Electronic Cash Registers
u Telephone exchanges
u Automatic Tellers
u Medical and laboratory equipment
u Electronic weighing scales
u TV, Video and Hi-Fi 
u All other sensitive electronic equipment.

Solar charge controllers leaflet Solar lighting leaflet 

Voltright
The Sollatek AVR Range
Automatic Voltage Regulators

™
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Edition 1

Model :

SunPower60

Applications:

• Medium and large sized power systems.

• Security systems.

• Rural electri�cation.

• Larger home power systems.

• Commercial lighting.

• Bill Boards.

Features:

• Two stage charging (bulk and PWM).

• 12V, 24V and 48V versions available.

• Reverse polarity protected.

• Lightning protected.

• Open circuit protection.

• Over load protection.

• Short circuit protection

• LVD to protect battery from excess discharge.

• HVD to protect battery for excess charge.

• Adjustable voltage thresholds.

• Low power consumption.

• Solid state PWM �oat charging.

• 4-wire battery voltage sense.

• Suitable for �ooded, stationary, maintenance -free and gel battery types.

• Fully automatic operation.

• Temperature compensated battery charging with optional external probe.

• Switch for LVD break/reset/test.

• Day/Night timer.

• Status indication by �ve LEDs.

• Digital LCD displays of voltage and current.

• Microprocessor controlled.

• High e� ciencydiode-less discharge protection.

• Tough metal enclosure for harsh environments.

• Warranty of 2 years. Sollatek provides full back up support on all
 its products, with local support in over twenty countries worldwide.

Sollatek product information

SunPower60

SOLLATEK SOLAR POWER CHARGE CONTROLLER

Sollatek (UK) Limited, Unit 10, Poyle 14 Industrial Estate, Newlands Drive, Poyle, Slough SL3 0DX. United Kingdom.
Tel : +44 1753 688 300 Fax : +44 1753 685 306 email : sales@sollatek.com www.sollatek.com

SunPower 60
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SOLLATEK SCC

SOLLATEK (UK) LTD  UNIT 4/5, TRIDENT INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BLACKTHORNE ROAD,  POYLE,  

SLOUGH SL3 OAX, UNITED KINGDOM

Tel: +44 1753 688300   Fax: +44 1753 685306   

E-mail: sales@sollatek.com   http://www.sollatek.com 

S o l a r  S y s t e m s

The SCC is the product of over ten years experience in the 
field of solar power. It combines optimal battery charging 
characteristics with flexible load allocation options and 
numerous displays and alarms.
The battery charging current is widely variable in smooth 
steps from very low level trickle charge to high current 
rapid charge for deeply discharged batteries. This ensures 
maximum possible battery life with little or no electrolyte 
gassing.
The outputs to the loads may be switched according to two 
independent criteria. If the battery charge level becomes 
extremely low, the loads may be shed in a pre-determined 
order, maintaining supply to critical loads for the maximum 

period.  Loads can also be turned on and off according to 
built in timers. 
There are a number of alarms which give indications 
of various important parameters such as overvoltage 
and overload. There are user-controlled settings such as 
load on/off timers and high voltage disconnect level. The 
unit is suitable for use with many different battery types. 
The type in use may be selected to enable the SCC to 
utilise optimum charge/discharge characteristics for the 
particular battery.
These amongst many other features make the Sollatek SCC the 
most advanced solar controller available in the world today.

THE SOLLATEK 
SOLAR CONTROL CENTRE (SCC)

THE SOLLATEK 
SOLAR CONTROL CENTRE (SCC)

A state of the art, microprocessor controlled solar 
charge controller for professional medium and 

large-scale solar powered systems.

™

When nearby lightning strikes, your sensitive electronic and electrical 
equipment will be damaged from the resultant surge. Computers 
and modems (broadband, analogue) are especially prone even when 
not switched on. To avoid costly problems make sure your mains 
supply and telecom line is TOTALLY protected...by buying a Sollatek 
LightningGuard.

HOW WILL THE LIGHTNING GUARD PROTECT ?

The Sollatek LightningGuard provides TOTAL protection:

Through the mains: 
• Clamps surges and spikes to ensure the power is clean.

• Disconnects in case of power surges.

• Provides a start-up delay after power cuts to prevent 
power-back surges passing through.

• Re-connection only allowed once power is stable. 

Through the data & telephone line:
The LightningGuard automatically protects the data connection 
against lightning, spikes and surges travelling along the telecom 
lines, by completely clamping them to a safe level, without any 
interruption. 

THE LIGHTNING GUARD PROTECTS FROM:

• Lightning on the telephone line 

• Surges & spikes on the telephone line

• Surges & spikes on the power line 

• Over voltage on the power line 

• Power-back surges on the power line

THE LIGHTNING GUARD PROTECTS YOUR:

• PCs  • Telephones  • Modems

• Fax machines  • Internet, ADSL Routers      

• All telecoms equipment

LIGHTNING PROTECTION FOR COMPUTERS, BROADBAND  AND INTERNET

SOLLATEK LIGHTNING GUARD
COMPREHENSIVE PROTECTION FOR YOUR COMPUTER AND TELECOMS EQUIPMENT
(MAINS AND DATA) FROM LIGHTNING STRIKES

Sollatek (UK) Limited, Unit 10, Poyle 14 Industrial Estate, Newlands Drive, Poyle, Slough SL3 0DX. United Kingdom.
 Tel : +44 1753 688 300   Fax : +44 1753 685 306    email : sales@sollatek.com  www.sollatek.com

Telecom surges

Spikes/surges

Power-back surges

High voltage

 Lightning

CONNECTION PROCEDURE
The Sollatek LightningGuard is suitable for the protection of PCs, internet, fax, 
modems and phones. Connection is simple. Just plug the LightningGuard into 
the mains power socket and telephone line and connect your equipment to it. 

Protection against mains & data spikes/surges etc is automatic.

LightningGuard

Telecom 
socketFax/ Telecom 

& internet

Mains socket

™
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 Product Description Status Sub VP TC ASP Probe 3A 5A 10A 15A 16A 30A Outputs E/S Dig Display Flash Door Sw E/S Button Soft Start 

FreoGuard Voltage Protector Current FG16 Y N N N/A     1  1 N N N N N N 

  Voltage Protector Current FG30 Y N N N/A      1 1 N N N N N N 

FreoCom Temperature Controller Current FCA1 Y Y N 1     1  1 B N Y N N N 

  Temperature Controller Current FCA2 Y Y N 1 1    1  2 B N Y N N N 

  Temperature Controller Current FCA3 Y Y N 1 2    1  3 B N Y N N N 

FreoCom Temperature Controller Current FCD Y Y N 1     1  1 N 2 Dig Y N N N 

FreoTec Advanced Controller Current FTA1 Y Y O 1-2     1  1 A 2 Dig Y Y Y N 

  Advanced Controller Current FTA2 Y Y O 1-2     2  2 A 2 Dig Y Y Y N 

  Advanced Controller Current FTA3 Y Y O 1-2     3  3 A 2 Dig Y Y Y N 

FCL Temperature Controller Design  Y Y N INT     1  1 N N Y N N N 

FCV Temperature Controller Current FCV10 Y Y N INT     1  1 N N Y N N N 

  Temperature Controller Current FCV30 Y Y N INT 1    2  3 B N Y N N N 

FCM Temperature Controller Pre-Prod FCM10 Y Y O* INT     1  1 N N Y N N N 

  Temperature Controller Pre-Prod FCM30 Y Y O* INT 1    2  3 B N Y N N N 

FTD Advanced Controller Pre-Prod FTD1 Y Y N 1-3     1  1 A 3 Dig Y Y Y N 

  Advanced Controller Pre-Prod FTD2 Y Y N 1-3 1    1  2 A 3 Dig Y Y Y N 

  Advanced Controller Pre-Prod FTD3 Y Y N 1-3 2    1  3 A 3 Dig Y Y Y N 

  Advanced Controller Pre-Prod FTD4 Y Y N 1-3 3    1  4 A 3 Dig Y Y Y N 

  Advanced Controller Pre-Prod FTD5 Y Y N 1-3 4    1  5 A 3 Dig Y Y Y N 

FreoSave Soft Start Unit Current FS05 Y N N N/A  1     1 B N Y N N Y 

  Soft Start Unit Current FS10 Y N N N/A   1    1 B N Y N N Y 

  Soft Start Unit Current FS15 Y N N N/A    1   1 B N Y N N Y 

ASP Voltage Stabiliser Current ASP Y N Y N/A       1 N N N N N N 

  Voltage Stabiliser Current ASPL Y N Y N/A       1 N N N N N N 

FreoCom Glass Door Heater Supply Current FCC03 Y N N N/A 1      1 N N Y N N O 

Ballasts High E� ciencyLight Ballast Design SHF N           Y N N N N N 

SOLLATEK FREORANGE functions chart

KEY

VP  Voltage Protection TC Temperature Control ASP Automatic Stabilised Protector E/S Energy Saving INT Integral O Option B Basic A Advanced Y Yes N No

t h e p o w e r t o c o n t r o lt h e p o w e r t o c o n t r o l

™

O* ASPL only

w w w . s o l l a t e k . c o mFor further information contact us

SOLLATEK (UK) LTD  
UNIT 10 POYLE 14 NEWLANDS DRIVE, POYLE, SLOUGH SL3 0DX, UNITED KINGDOM 

Tel:  International +44 1753 688300   National  01753 688300  
Fax International +44 1753 685306   National  01753 685306 
  

E-mail: sales@sollatek.com   

www.sollatek.com 

Sollatek  is a not only a major supplier of voltage protection products, solar power solutions and refrigeration control to many companies and 
organisations globally,  but also has nurtured an on-going  close partnership with many of its clients. 
Below is a list of companies and organisations that Sollatek have recently provided solutions for.

VOLTAGE  SOLAR  REFRIGERATION
PROTECTION POWER               CONTROL 

Country Customer Product

Algeria Algeria Telecom Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Angola BP Angola Voltage Protection Devices
Angola Chevron Voltage Protection Devices
Angola Schlumberger Voltage Protection Devices
Angola British Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Angola Norwegian Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Angola Swedish Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Austria International Atomic 

Energy Association Voltage Protection Devices
Azerbaijan US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Bhutan Alcatel Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Cape Verde US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Cape Verde US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Cape Verde  US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Columbia BP Columbia Solar Balance of Systems Components
Congo US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Congo US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Croatia Red Cross Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Egypt Kodak Photo Shop Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Egypt Pepsi Cola Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Egypt Vodafone Automatic Voltage Regulators for Comms Stations
Egypt Click Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Egypt Mobinil Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers for Comms Stations
Egypt Nile Sat Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers for Satellite Stations
Egypt Toshiba Medical Systems Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Egypt US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Egypt Dutch Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Egypt RadioShack Automatic Voltage Stabilisers and UPS
Egypt Ministry of Health Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Egypt Egypt Telecom HiVoltguard
Gabon US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Georgia US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Germany US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Ghana Ghana Telecom Voltage Protection for Telephone Systems
Ghana Ghana Telecom Lightning Suppressions + Voltage Protection for Broadband  

Modems
Ghana Ghana Telecom Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers for Comms stations
Ghana House of Parliament Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Ghana Ministry of Health Glowstar Solar Lanterns for Rural Schools
Ghana Ministry of Education Glowstar Solar Lanterns for Adult Literacy Classes
Ghana Forestry Commission Solar Balance of Systems Components
Ghana Ghana Broadcasting 

Corporation Automatic Voltage Regulators/UPS for 
Transmission/Repeater Stations

Ghana Canadian High Commission Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Ghana Ghana Commercial Bank Voltage Protection for Branches and Offi ces
Ghana Mobitel Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers for Cellphone Sites
Ghana MTN Voltage Stabilisers for 1650 GSM Cell Sites
Ghana Japan International 

Cooperation Agency JICA Voltage Protection Devices
Haiti       US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Holland Philips Medical Systems 

Worldwide Automatic Voltage Regulators for X-Rays and Imaging Systems

India Tata BP Solar Balance of Systems Components

Iraq Tigris/US Military compound Solar Street Lights
Jordan Ministry of Education Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers 

for 500 Computer Labs in 2003, and 885 Computer Labs in 2008
Kenya US Embassy Voltage Protection Devices
Kenya UNDP Solar Balance of Systems Components
Kenya EU Diplomatic Mission Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Kenya Royal Danish Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Kenya Bureau Veritas Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Kenya Aga Khan Hospital Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Kyrgzystan US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Kyrgzystan US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Lesotho US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Liberia IRG Solar Systems & Solar Street Lights
Libya Libyana Solar Generators for GSM Repeaters/Transmitters
Libya Center for Solar 

Energy Studies Solar Systems for Large Scale Rural Electrifi cations
Libya General Post & Telecoms Solar Generators for Microwave Repeaters
Malawi    US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Malawi    US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Mozambique Isofoton Spain   Glowstar Solar Lantern and Solar Modules
Nepal      US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Nepal      US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Nepal      US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Nigeria US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Rwanda US Embassy Voltage Protection Devices
South Africa SA Breweries OEM Voltage Protection
South Africa Guinness OEM Voltage Protection
South Africa US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
South Africa Nestle Voltage Protection Devices
South Africa Sanyo SA OEM Voltage Protection
Spain BP Solar Solar Balance of Systems Components
Sudan World Food Program Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Switzerland UNCHR Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Switzerland United Nations All VP products
Tanzania Vodafone Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Tanzania Cotecna Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Tanzania UNDP Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Uganda Medical Research Council Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
UK BAA Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
UK BP Solar Solar External Lights
UK FCO - Overseas Posts Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
UK British Gas Solar Balance of Systems Components
UK National Grid Company Automatic Voltage Regulators for Substations
UK Oxfam UPS and Solar lighting kit
UK RS Components Voltage Protection Devices
Uzbekistan US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Uzbekistan US Embassy Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Venezuela Pepsi Cola Voltage Stabilisers
Worldwide Coca Cola OEM Voltage Protection
Worldwide UNICEF  Voltage Protection Devices
Worldwide UNICEF Solar Lighting Kits
Worldwide World Food Program Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Zambia Philips Electrical AVS, FXG
Zimbabwe UNDP / GEF Solar Balance of Systems Components

 POWER SWITCHERS POWER  SUPPRESSORS      STABILISERS/REGULATORS          UPS      SOLAR LANTERN CONTROLLERS COMPLETE SYSTEMS CONTROLLERS  

t h e  p o w e r  t o  p r o t e c tt h e  p o w e r  t o  p r o t e c t
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An ISO9001: 2000
accredited company

All weights and dimensions are approximate. 
Speci� cations are subject to change without 
prior notice. ©Sollatek (UK) Limited 2007. 
All Rights Reserved. SOLLATEK and the 
SOLLATEK device are the trade marks of the 
Sollatek group of companies.
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TWO YEAR WORLDWIDE WARRANTY 
(subject to terms and conditions).

Country Customer Product
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Egypt Click 
Egypt Mobinil 
Egypt Nile Sat 
Egypt Toshiba Medical Systems Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Egypt US Embassy 
Egypt Dutch Embassy 
Egypt RadioShack 
Egypt Ministry of Health 
Egypt Egypt Telecom 
Gabon US Embassy 
Georgia US Embassy 
Germany US Embassy 
Ghana Ghana Telecom 
Ghana Ghana Telecom 

Ghana Ghana Telecom 
Ghana House of Parliament Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Ghana Ministry of Health 
Ghana Ministry of Education Glowstar Solar Lanterns for Adult Literacy Classes
Ghana Forestry Commission Solar Balance of Systems Components
Ghana Ghana Broadcasting 

Corporation

Ghana Canadian High Commission Automatic Voltage Regulators/Stabilisers
Ghana Ghana Commercial Bank Voltage Protection for Branches and Offi ces
Ghana Mobitel 
Ghana MTN 
Ghana Japan International 
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